WE’RE HIRING!

MATERIAL FORMULATION SCIENTIST

WHO WE ARE

KrossLinker is a Singapore based advanced material startup. Our team was founded by a team of passionate material and chemical engineering scientists. We apply material chemistry to innovate and develop high-performance aerogel materials for challenging thermal insulation applications.

WHO WE ARE LOOKING FOR

- Have a PhD in Chemical Engineering/ Chemistry/ Material Sciences or a related field (2019 or 2020 graduate)
- Have a strong interest in R&D with a high level of scientific creativity and excellent problem-solving skills
- Familiar with design of experiments, materials engineering, and formulation chemistry
- Proficiency in aerogels, silica materials and gel chemistry is a definite plus
- Enjoy the energy, impact, steep learning curves and fast pace of startups

This project is offered under the Summation Programme by SGInnovate. Please apply directly through https://stars.sginnovate.com/ or send your resume to jobs@krosslinker.com